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On the basis of 5 observing nights with the 85~ft. telescope at Green Bank, 
using the 8000 kite TWT B?ezs-SCnigM receiver, we corns to the conclusion tfeat sur
veys of extended regions is the Milky lay are impracticable since a large awuat 
of telescope time will tsave to fee devoted to such a programs. It is also con-
eluded tfeat the use of MASERS or other low-noise devices will sake stsch & survey 
possible in a limited aiaosat of time. 

These conelusiom were reactsed on tfe© following grounds: 

.4, Receiver noise level 

The receiver my he assumed to huve a 6000*R noise temperature, With its 
1000 Mc bandwidth and a 10 sec tiae this results in r.is.s. rioise ®f 
6000/^/(10^x10> « 0,069 K. Assuming a ratio peak~to-peak/r. a. s . ® S# the peak-to-
peak noise is expected to fee 0.38K. ©vet periods of ahfewr-hossrgi'in good"weather conditions 
on the air.., aEd for very long times on dusay load., this value is indeed reached. 
"Hie receiver tips is reaching its theoretical sensitivity. 

E. Influence of radiation fey the atmosphere OK the zero level.. 

The following data were taken from MIT series 13, Ch. 8, fey J.H. van "fleck, 
£., M, Furcell and H. Goldstein. Table of atmospheric attenuation at 3,75 cm, 
in db/km. 
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Proa this tabic we stay now calculate a sodel atmosphere under average conditions. 
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Total, at elevatiors 30° 0.31 di> 0.20 <Sb 

W§ thus see that the attensation Kay vary from 0.2 to 0.3 db, is cases of heavy 
fain evea to 0,5 dfe. tfeder cloudy conditions, with m rain, one might expect 
Short-time variations of the order of 0.04 db, voder rainy conditions, variations 
of ©.OS db, with heavy rain 0.1 db. If we now assume an air teaperatare of 300*1, 
we have short-time variations of 2.8, 2.1 and 7*K ia the sky brightness temperature, 
Or about 1 to d"K in antenna temperature. This is actually observed to occur over 
periods of the order of 4 minutes. Changes in the hm&idity, or light cloud, sight 
give 0.005 db variations, which is 0.35*K in Tj, or 0.15®£ in Ta. The variations dug t® 
the weather sight t«nd to bs ss&sothed ©at if a wider beam is used. 

In these calculations, it is assessed that »ff where c i| the fractional 
attenuation, T is the air tempera tare, md t « 1/3 (aateasa efficiency of the 

order of 3Gfe ). 

C. Influence of the radiation froa the San, catering ia the side lobes. 

The side lobe patters of the aRtesma is unknown es yet, but it aay be asstased 
that side lobes which are 50 to 63 db down, occur over the whale s&y. humming 
a teaperatare of 1G,OQ0*K for the San at this frequency, a 50 db side lobe «tIlX gi*«s rise 
to & Q.» l°g. signal. One sight therefore expect the zero line to Show fiactaations 
of this order faring the day, if the antenna is used for sweeping. "Ja&t aft®r saaeise, 
flsetiiaU^ne -of the order of 1*K are observed, probably due t® spillover effects® 

D. B&pected radiation froa. the Milky Way. 

At this wavelength, practically all radiation has & thenaal origin. Calca-
latioas tsom. 22-cai observations have shown that if most of the sources of thermal 
radiation are faiat essission regions, with M - 5 - 10 car-3, the sky along the 
radge ox the Milky Way is filled homogeneously, and the brightness tessperatar® at 
3. cia may he calculated froa the 22—csj thermal brightness temperatar© by 
siitipiyin j by (3,?5/22}*s 0.03. Taki% into account the - antenna efficiency of 

tl-.e redaction factor frois Th at 22 ca to at 3.75 m is 0.01. the 



galactic ridge between ̂ » 320 aad*-/ * 5 has ©n tie average f| * l®% with a top 
of 13°R at _X ® 3S5, so that we my expect ridge temperatures of fa * 0.1®K. 
ĝsrby bright sources, wit la diasaeters of 10 pc aad distances of 20tK> pc (apparent 
di&materQ .3) will ail l>e resolved fey the 04«1 be as. the relation between 
emission laeastire £ sad brightness teaperatare at 3.75 ca is T5 » 5.6 x 10~5 E. 
A nebula with N = 30 cm""3 and a dimeter of 10 pc has 1 » 10̂  and thus % = 0.6e£, 
Tg_ - Q.2*g, It will alio have this Ta, or about this, if it is at 5000 pc distance, 
ffeea at 22 cm wavelength, it has m iBaK, feet sine® it is only 0®.l in diameter, 
it is observed with as apparent Ib » 0,5% which was undetectable at the ties of 
the 22-cs Spss-ingeloo survey (liiait about 2aE or soj f * 1.5 sec!). Thus, with a 
sensitivity of 0.18K» the average bright source woold fee detectable to about 
10 kpc distance. 

£. Time needed for a galactic sarvey. 

We expect to fee able to identify a source or a rise in level if it has a» 
amplitude ©f the order of the peak-to-peak flactuatioiis. Sader dry aad clear 
sky conditions at sight this i# 0.3*g is 10 sec (see A). VMer rainy and cloudy 
conditions, we have fluctuations of the order of 1*K over 4 minutes. It seem 
possible to reach about the 0.3°K sensitivity if we sake sweeps not longer than 
4 jaiimtes. To reacli 0.1*E we have to make 10 sweeps, which take, with setting, 
#0 ffiiimtes. To survey as area of 1° x 1* at iaterval® of 2/3 beaiawidth, we thus 
need 12.5 hoar®. To cover the galactic ridge between X = 330 and X = 10, an 
area of 2® x 40°, with a sensitivity of 0.1 eE would take 1000 hours or 125 
nights of i hours (observstioa in the daytise is $1 igUtly i-niasreMiffietiIt i.dus to the 
SUB. See C). It would be impossible to detect the galactic ridge, this calcu
lation Is based on an excellent performance of the receiver, very tiresome ob~ 
servatioas, lengthy reductions (averaging 10 JseasureaentE for one sweep), and 
aot too mmy rainstorss. 

P. Feasibilities of a low-noise amplifier. 

A MSM or other type of iow-asise amplifier will give as input temperature 
of about 100*£. With & bandwidth of 10 Mc aad a 10 sec time constant, its r.m.s, 
noise will be 100/\/U07 x 10) » O.Ol'E., so that we can reach in the same tiiae 
a 6 tine* higher sensitivity, or the sasae results in l/$6 ©f the tiae, which 
for the above exaaple is 4 nights* The best compromise would probably fee a 2 
times faster sweep rate, so that in 4 alrastts 2 degrees are swept, and a 2 
tiaes smaller tiae coastant. 2a. that case, one sweep would fee Stiff iciest t© 
obtain 0*1°K, 


